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Greetings,
I started Living Room in 2008 to create a company where I could be proud to be
a real estate agent — to align myself with successful agents who reflected the
values and diversity of our community. As members of an organization, we could
participate in peer-to-peer learning and education to develop our knowledge and
skills, and taking care of each other and our world would be the very fabric of our
business model. At our company, these commitments are referred to as our “WHY.”
Living Room agents are chosen to join our community because of their own
personal WHY above all other factors. On a practical level, all realtors use the same
paperwork, have had the same licensing education, and have access to the same
databases and information. There are few variations to the mechanics of how we
do our jobs. In an industry of so few differentiations, we have found the greatest
success in choosing agents who have a strong WHY and a sense of purpose that
aligns with our company values.
Our member agents are leaders who find joy through service. They are motivated
by building community, by cultivating joy in serving others, by connection with
people and neighborhoods, by making spaces more vibrant, and by helping others
achieve their goals and dreams. They are committed to making the most of everyone’s living room. These WHYs are the reasons they come to work each day. Real
estate is simply the conduit for how they put their WHY into action.
Our agent members are the reason I have the best job and the reason I still wake
up excited to come to work.
We are building a company with a goal to develop vibrant communities. How
we do that is by making strong and authentic connections with buyers, sellers,
renters, landlords, contractors, and community members at large. What we do is
sell houses. But WHY we do it comes from a deeper place that any of our agents
can clearly identify. I still get goosebumps every time agents share with me the
personal reasons they love their jobs and what drove them to choose real estate in
the first place.

Jenelle Isaacson
Owner, Living Room Realty
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As Managing Broker at Living Room, it’s a joy to come to work each day. I’m
privileged to hold a position that allows me to focus on my strength—helping
agents perfect their skills and grow their business. I genuinely enjoy helping our
realtors find solutions to difficult situations; being a resource for rules and
regulations that guide our industry; and ensuring we always comply with the
Realtor Code of Ethics.
I’ve been a realtor since 2003 and joined Living Room in 2010. Jenelle Isaacson, the
founder and owner, in concert with the rest of the staff, is committed to offering
prompt support and creating an outstanding work environment. Our values are
more than just words. We are a group of agents who put what we believe into practice every day. I am honored to serve this dedicated community of professionals.
We share another trait at Living Room Realty. We are not complacent. We do not sit
back and rest on our company success. We are exploring new ideas, concepts, and
strategies that will continue to benefit our agents and their clients as the Portland
real estate market evolves.
If you are interested in working among agents who exemplify the spirit of cooperation and excellence, who contribute to growing vibrant communities, and where
even the most seasoned agents understand they benefit from the experience of
others, then I look forward to meeting you.

Diane Moreau
Managing Principal Broker

Living Room Realty is exactly the kind of company I have always hoped to
work for. Our commitment to our people and the community shows in every
choice we make. Whether it be a choice we make for our environment, or a choice
to make a difference for our agents, we are constantly looking for ways to create
positive change.
The membership services team is committed to serving our agents with joy,
supporting them in finding balance between their businesses and their lives
outside of real estate. We are also committed to serving the clients of our agents,
because buying a home is one of the biggest decisions many of us will make, and
we want the process to be joyful and easy.
We serve our agents and our community with open hearts and open minds, ready
to explore new possibilities and make dreams come true.

Whitney Diffenderfer
Membership Services Manager
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LIVING ROOM
VALUE
“It’s a group of people who
really care about the work
that they’re doing.”
—Lauren Clark,
Living Room Agent
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INCREASE
YOUR INCOME
In 2016, our company-led referral
program provided each of our
agents with an average of over
$10,000 in commissions
Retain relationships and commission dollars and
bring more value to your clients. Members receive
commission dollars by referring clients to our
in-house tenant placement, property management,
and commercial real estate services.

DO WHAT YOU LOVE
Personal assistance is available à la carte with
transaction coordination, showing assistance, and
marketing support when you need it.
You can spend more time on the activities that
increase your income and generate referrals by
handing the paperwork over to our professional
transaction coordinators, letting our showing assistant take care of your clients, or having Membership
Services execute a year’s worth of beautiful, handsfree marketing with Connection Marketing.
Transaction Coordination Services can free you
from the constant administrative tasks associated
with your real estate transaction. For only $350 per
listing or $250 per sale, your Transaction Coordinator
will manage all paperwork for your transaction from
contract to closing, obtain signatures, manage RMLS,
and ensure your file is in compliance and complete
at closing.
Showing Assistant Services provided by a licensed
broker on staff allows you to find balance in your
life. By offering a variety of personalized services
and tasks in the field, the showing assistant acts as a
resource for you and your clients during the transaction and provides a little peace of mind. Sometimes
you need to be in two places at once, and with the
help of the showing assistant you can make it happen.
Together, Marketing, Transaction Coordination, and
Showing Assistant services will help you create
balance in your business, making room for you to
focus on the most important element: your client.
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MEMBERSHIP
“I came to Living Room
because I knew there was
something special going on
and I wanted to be a part
of it. I couldn’t be happier!”
—Jake Goodson,
Living Room Agent
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SIMPLE + TRANSPARENT
FEE STRUCTURE
All-inclusive agent membership dues are $19,900
annually and include:

Your Own
Branded App

Signs & Riders

Office Supplies

Marketing
Templates

Business
Cards

Email

Web Support

E&O Insurance

Cartoon

No transaction fees or junk fees. No nickel-anddiming. Simple, isn’t it?

SMOOTH TRANSITION
Living Room will count the desk fees you’ve paid at
your current company toward our membership dues.
We want you to make the move when it’s best for
your business. Membership Services is here to ensure
your move to Living Room is as painless as possible.

PEER TO PEER LEARNING
Roommates gives you the structure and ability to tap
into a group of 7-10 fellow agents who can offer you
direction based on their experiences. Your Roommates group is designed to meet your unique needs
as an agent and independent contractor and help you
reach new measures of success and significance. Each
month, Roommates meetings allow you to dig deep,
personally and professionally, in a safe and non-judgmental environment.
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STRIVE FOR
EXCELLENCE
“My transition to Living
Room Realty was seamless.
The time staff spent helping
me transition showed that
the company really cares
about the success of their
brokers.”
—Tony Le,
Living Room Agent
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INCREASED ODDS OF
SELLING HOMES
The numbers are on Living Room’s side. Share the
value with your prospective clients and show your
competitive advantage.

91%
Odds of selling the
property when listed with
a Living Room Realtor.
4% canceled
5% expired
0% withdrawn

80%
Odds of selling the
property when listed with
another Realtor.
12% canceled
7.8% expired
0.2% withdrawn

Our branding & marketing put more dollars in
seller’s pockets
LIST PRICE 408,123
SALES PRICE 422,205

Living
Room

1.5%

400
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4% of homes
listed with Living
Room Realty are
sold by Living Room
Realtors.

200

LIST PRICE $403,751
SALES PRICE $409,807

Other
Realtor

3.38%

Our sellers receive
an average of:

$14,953 $18,454
over their
list price
3.38%

over market
average price
4.2%

Average Days on Market

17

Living Room

27

Market

Data from RMLSweb.com for the 2016 calendar year
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SET
YOURSELF
APART
“I love Connection Marketing
because it takes the stress
out of having to figure out
how to stay in touch with
my sphere. The marketing
materials are beautiful and
it’s one less thing for me to
worry about. Thank you!”
—Lisa Avena,
Living Room Agent
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MARKETING
Become the only resource they
need—tenant placement, commercial
property, property management; let
your clients know you can help.
Your agent page is customizable in a fun and fresh
way. Enhance your profile on the web and drive more
potential clients to your page.
Leverage the power of a brand that has received the
Oregon Ethics in Business Award and been named
one of the Oregonian’s Top Workplaces. As a B Corp,
we are recognized as being at the forefront of the
socially responsible business movement. Our brand
and marketing is more than skin-deep.
The personalized app you receive, branded with your
image and contact info, brings the best customer
home search experience into the hands of your
clients and prospects. Make communication easier
and keep your sphere engaged with your tools and
services.

HIGH-END LISTING
MARKETING
Our listing marketing presents the emotion and
experience of being there. With photos, high definition hosted video, a single property website, custom
copywriting, super flyer, and flyers, Living Room
listing marketing shows your listing’s best side, and
includes a blog post, a newsletter blast to your sphere
and local agents, and sign and permaflyer installation.
Let Empowered Marketing showcase your clients’
property and get you to PENDING sooner.
Living Room is
recognized for
innovation, sustainability, and social
responsibility.
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Connection Marketing
creates beautiful
marketing pieces,
consistency, and frees
you up to focus on the
most important part
of your business—
your clients! With a
brand that you love and
service that is reliable,
Connection Marketing
is a hands-free
marketing plan that
will grow your business!
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YOUR
LIVING ROOM
“Clients feel really
comfortable coming in and
being in this space.”
—Teri Toombs,
Living Room Agent
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LOCATIONS
We work, live, and play here,
and we hope you will too.

NE Alberta St

SE 26th Ave

ALBERTA ARTS
1401 NE ALBERTA ST
PORTLAND

DIVISION/CLINTON
2625 SE 26TH AVE
PORTLAND

PEARL
DISTRICT
1636 NW LOVEJOY ST
PORTLAND

NORTH COAST
507 LANEDA AVE, STE 4
MANZANITA, OR

VANCOUVER
908 E ESTHER ST
VANCOUVER, WA

y

l Hw

apito

SW C

NW Lovejoy St

Laneda Ave

E Esther St

MULTNOMAH
VILLAGE
7650 SW CAPITOL HWY
PORTLAND
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GIVING BACK
To create Living Room for all, Living Room Realty
seeks to be the change we wish to see. We are dedicated to being the best neighbors we can, by being a
better company for a better community.
By creating an agent charitable giving fund, we strive
to foster connection, abundance, and joy within
our community. As a group of member agents, we
believe together we have the ability to effect change
and make a greater impact, united in our efforts. The
success of our business is rooted in our commitment
to support our local community in every way we can.
With every home sale, our agents will make a
donation from a portion of their commission. Each
year, our agents select three charities and with each
successful sale, our clients choose one of those charities to receive the agent’s donation.

p:ear builds positive
relationships with
homeless and transitional youth through
education, art and
recreation to affirm
personal worth and
create more meaningful
and healthier lives.

Oregon Wild works
to protect and restore
Oregon’s wildlands,
wildlife and waters as
an enduring legacy for
all Oregonians.

Urban Gleaners’
mission is to help
alleviate hunger by
collecting edible,
surplus food that
would otherwise be
thrown away and
redistributing it to
agencies that feed
the hungry.

The Nehalem
Elementary School
Backpack Program
provides child-friendly,
nutritious, and easyto-prepare food for
students who face
hunger at home over
weekends and school
breaks.
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COME
ON IN
AND
SAY HI

NORTHEAST
1401 NE ALBERTA ST
PORTLAND, OR 97211

NORTHWEST
1636 NW LOVEJOY ST
PORTLAND, OR 97209

SOUTHEAST
2625 SE 26TH AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97202

SOUTHWEST
7650 CAPITOL HWY
PORTLAND, OR 97219

COAST
507 LANEDA AVE STE 4
MANZANITA, OR 97130

VANCOUVER
908 ESTHER ST
VANCOUVER, WA 98660

LIVINGROOMRE.COM
503-719-5588
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